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About JURA

The JURA philosophy

  perfect coffee result at the touch of a 
button

  bold, simple, clean lines are the hallmark 
of JURA’s design philosophy

  outstanding ecological intelligence

JURA has become a synonym for the perfect coffee experience. Designed  

and engineered in Switzerland, JURA automatic coffee machines prepare  

sophisticated coffees to suit any taste. By using technology intelligently, JURA 

creates products that are genuinely progressive, including energy efficiency.

All it takes is the touch of a button and you can enjoy freshly ground, freshly 

extracted coffee at any time of day. With the help of the latest technology you 

can even prepare trendy specialties such as cappuccino and latte macchiato.

What more enjoyable way to start your day, to round off a meal or to spoil 

your guests than with some of the fabulous coffee creations so popular today?

Equipped with innovative and user friendly features, JURA machines have won 

many accolades for their outstanding technology and futuristic designs.

In this brochure you are certain to find a JURA automatic coffee machine that 

best meets your particular needs. And whichever machine you choose, you can 

rest assured that you have made an excellent investment.
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‘Latte macchiato 
please – freshly ground, 

not capsuled.’
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Swiss values
We develop all of our coffee machines in  
Switzerland. You’ll be won over by the perfect 
coffee result, quality, user-friendliness and design. 
At JURA, you always receive outstanding advice – 
no matter whether it’s before, during or after 
your purchase. Competent sales partners and a 
global network of authorizes service centers 
guarantee professionalism and proximity to the 
customer. As an innovation leader in automatic 
coffee machines, we want to continually thrill  
coffee aficionados with innovations from  
Switzerland. We work hard to achieve this, day  
after day, with passion, determination and  
inventiveness.
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Precision

Attention to detail is expressed in many ways in every JURA product. One 

example is the precision aroma grinder* that always freshly grinds the  

coffee beans to just the right fineness for the perfect coffee result. Even its 

design is a masterpiece of modern engineering in its own right. The number, 

properties and angle of the cutting edges are designed to achieve the greatest 

efficiency and retain as much aroma as possible while also displaying little 

wear and great durability. High-quality stainless steel is turned, drilled, milled 

and shaped to produce grinding cones and rings in an automated process 

with a tolerance of just a few thousandths of a millimetre. The hardening  

process lasts 4 hours at 880°C and is followed by a cooling phase in oil.  

This lends the grinder its strength and hardness. Only when a workpiece  

has passed the strict final checks may it continue to the grinder assembly 

section. The “Swiss Engineered Precision Aroma Grinder Inside” quality seal 

is evidence of design and fabrication- 

 expertise.

*The GIGA line is equipped with a ceramic disc grinder.

Switzerland is a leader in the machine 

and clockmaking industry. The country 

is associated with attributes such as 

engineering, metalworking, precision 

and quality just as much as innovation, 

thoroughness and punctuality. It’s no 

surprise that the rest of world puts its 

faith in Swiss expertise for gigantic 

generators as well as machine tools 

and complex mechanical clocks.
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Enjoyment

Thanks to the coffee bean, coffee is blessed by nature with a real gem which 

retains over a thousand different aromas before developing its bouquet  

into an irresistible fullness during preparation. Perfect enjoyment at JURA 

therefore always starts with the fresh coffee bean. Every barista will tell you 

that coffee beans have to be ground gently to just the right fineness. Only 

then will they obtain the optimum taste, develop the full intensive aromas 

in the cup and top every espresso with a velvety soft, rich, delicate crema.

A team of committed, passionate engineers has pooled its skills to develop 

perfectly matched grinding cones and rings. Their geometry, together with 

the ideal speed of rotation, prepares the fresh coffee for extraction and 

paves the way for the ultimate result. The grinder can of course be adapted 

to many different coffees and degrees of roast to produce optimum results 

every time.

The Swiss are known as experts in the art 
of food and drink. They are considered 
gourmets and experts. Food and drink 
produced in Switzerland is amongst the 
most sought after in the world. For  
example, when fans on every continent 
hear news of seductive new creations 
from the Maître Chocolatiers, they wet 
their lips in anticipation.
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Durability

JURA focuses on automatic coffee machines. They designed to make the 

perfect coffee using fresh beans that are freshly ground and extracted  

at the touch of a button. This approach consciously flies in the face of a 

throw-away mentality and actively prevents unnecessary mountains of 

waste. People in today’s world are starting to think differently. Single use 

items are a thing of the past. Sustainable use of resources is fully en vogue.

For decades, JURA has designed all its products so that they can be  

maintained and repaired to be as good as new for many years to come.  

Materials are selected with durability in mind. A global service network  

ensures that products retain their value. State-of-the-art technologies  

maximize energy efficiency and eliminate unnecessary standby energy. 

JURA customers are helping to protect the environment and the future of 

the planet.

The Swiss love the great outdoors. Maybe 
it’s to do with the impressive mountains 
that surround us, the lush wetlands and 
meadows, the clean springs, burbling 
streams, rivers and lakes that the country 
is blessed with in large numbers. We  
carefully ensure their existence for  
ourselves and future generations. But  
we can only do this through prudent  
use of resources.
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JURA sets standards
Our passion for excellence drives us to continually 
develop new technologies to create the full range of 
delicious specialty coffees at the touch of a button.
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You make a conscious choice in favor
of a JURA automatic specialty coffee
machine because

  the philosophy of ‘from bean to  
gourmet pleasure’ suits your taste

  you can create a perfect, fresh cup  
of coffee at the touch of a button

 you can choose from the full range  
 of fresh coffee beans

  you see yourself as part of the  
environment and want to help  
protect in the long term

Your good personal taste 
decides for you

Coffee contains up to 1000 different aroma compounds, making it one of 

the most aromatic of all foods. Nature has given us the perfect packaging to 

preserve the taste without any impediment: the coffee bean. With a JURA 

automatic specialty coffee machine you can choose from the virtually  

unlimited selection of fresh coffee beans available, according to your own 

personal taste. Our machines are designed to get the best out of each blend 

and coffee roasting. To achieve this, the beans are freshly ground for each 

preparation and the ground coffee is optimally compressed in the brewing 

unit and extracted under ideal conditions. Combined with hot milk and soft, 

light-as-air milk foam, watch classics and imaginative stylish creations  

unfold before your eyes at the touch of a button. JURA is continually setting 

new standards in its range of specialties, the final product and operation. The 

key to creating the perfect beverage is innovative technologies, developed 

for one single purpose: to prepare coffee exactly the way you like it at the 

touch of a button. At the end of the day, your personal good taste is what 

counts.
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It takes the latest technologies to create
the ultimate coffee at the touch of a
button to match your personal taste.
And through these technologies, JURA
continues to set new standards.

  Patented, variable brewing

chamber between 5 g and 16 g 

For individual coffee strength 

and preparation of two cups in

just one brewing operation

  Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma 

System (I.P.B.A.S.©) 

To allow the full coffee aroma 

to develop

  Multi-level high-performance 

grinder

For a constant grinding result 

and a full aroma

  Intelligent preheating

For hot coffee from the first cup

  Height-adjustable dual spout  with 

separate coffee and milk pipes

Adjustable to suit your cups

  Patented  fine foam technology 

For perfect specialty coffees with-

milk with a fine foam quality

  Two latte macchiati at the touch 

of a button

For three perfect layers, twice 

over, at the touch of a button

Perfect espresso at
the touch of a button

Perfect specialty coffee
with milk at the touch 
of a button
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Simplest  
operat ing  
concept

Award-winning 
design

Sustainability
Perfect main-
tenance at the 
touch of a button

   Multi-award-winning  

design  

Internationally renowned 

design prizes confirm the 

unmistakable language of 

form

  Cup illumination in amber 

and white  

Stylish presentation of the 

finished coffee

  Sound design 

Makes the coffee machine 

extremely quiet

   TFT color display with 

Rotary Selection  

For self-explanatory and  

intuitive operation

   Clear arrangement of  

buttons 

Enjoy the perfect cup of 

coffee at the touch of a 

button

  Recognition for second, 

ground coffee 

Immediate preparation as 

soon as the ground coffee 

is added

   Patented Zero-Energy 

Switch  

Disconnects the machine 

from the power supply 

and avoids using standby 

energy

  Energy Save Mode 

(E.S.M.©)  

Helps you to save energy  

and protect the environ-

ment

  Programmable switch-on  

and switch-off time  

(for each day of the week) 

So the coffee machine is 

ready when you want it

   Patented 2-phase  

cleaning tablet  

Cleans and protects the 

brewing unit

  Integrated  rinsing,  

cleaning and descaling 

program 

Extremely easy to maintain 

with TÜV certification, self-

cleaning at the touch of a 

button

  CLEARYL water-filtering-

system 

Your integrated ’insurance 

policy against scale’
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GIGA line

PERFECTION PRECISION PROFESSIONALISM

JURA has manufactured over 3 million coffee machines, and the new GIGA 

line is the pinnacle of the expertise gained over the years. The latest  

generation of JURA automatic specialty coffee machines raises the bar to 

an unparallelled standard, making state-of-the-art professional technology 

available to coffee lovers everywhere. With the user-friendly operating 

concept, it’s never been easier to fulfill your coffee dreams. Simply turn 

the Rotary Switch, which is conveniently ball bearing-mounted, and a list 

of specialty coffees appears on the TFT display. With just a touch, the 

GIGA 5 prepares your chosen beverage to an unrivalled standard of quality.
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The epitome of quality – doubled

With the combined power of two grinders and two heating systems the

machine prepares every specialty coffee to perfection.
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2 professional ceramic disc grinders

To extract the aromas from the coffee 

and channel them into the cup, the fr esh, 

roasted coffee beans are first of all carefully 

ground. Two high-performance grinders 

made from a virtually wear-free technical 

ceramic guarantee quick, precise, even and 

consistent grinding for years to come. Be-

cause it is not possible to manually adjust 

the consistency of grind during the short 

grinding process, the GIGA’s electronically 

controlled motors are responsible for this.

Pure and simple 

The simple yet striking design expresses  

the inner quality of this masterpiece of  

technology, and together with the high-

quality materials, precise workmanship  

and unequalled tactility, gives it an air of  

desirability.

Variable dual spout with 2 coffee spouts 

and 2 milk spouts

The dual spout, a masterpiece of modern 

engineering, dispenses the liquid into the 

cup or glass and can be smoothly height-   

adjusted (2.8 – 6.3 in) and width-adjusted 

(0.8 – 2.0 in). The cappuccino frother 

even features an adjustable air intake, 

controlled by a geared motor. When you 

make a latte macchiato, the machine  

automatically dispenses hot milk followed 

by milk foam into the glass. Before your 

eyes, the drink is finished with the perfect 

coffee, producing a perfect three-layered 

beverage with no waiting time between 

the milk and milk foam.



 

Barista specialties 

Now you can become a professional

barista in a flash. The recipes for twelve 

imaginative coffee creations are selected 

with the Rotary Switch. The GIGA 5 

uses images and texts to clearly guide 

you through all the preparation stages 

– go on, treat yourself and your guests 

to a Marocchino, Pepresso, White Cool,

flavor latte macchiato, Irish coffee, Café 

Mélange, Viennese coffee, Winter Magic 

coffee, Shakerato, Mango Lassi, Red 

Cool or Summer Fire. A truly pleasurable 

experience for pampered palates – and 

a treat for the eyes too …
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Mango Lassi

Ingredients   1 espresso

  4 – 5 tsp natural 
yoghurt 

  4 – 5 tsp mango 
smoothie base or 
mango purée

Shakerato

Ingredients   1 espresso

 Ice cubes

 Lemons

 2 tsp sugar

Irish Coffee

Ingredients   1 coffee

 2 tsp raw sugar

  4 cl Irish Whiskey 
(alcoholic)

  2 tbsp semi-whipped 
cream

Viennese coffee

Ingredients  1 coffee 

  1 scoop vanilla ice 
cream

  Possibly vanilla fla-
voured syrup (if liked)
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Perfection, precision, professionalism

GIGA 5

This superlative coffee machine redefines the category and exceeds even 

the highest of expectations. The machine displays professional technology, 

high-quality materials and first-class workmanship as well as preparing a 

range of specialties at the touch of a button. This compact high-performer 

comes in a high-quality, clear, nocompromise design because this is a     

machine that doesn’t need to shout to be heard.
Benefits 

  2 professional ceramic disc grinders for 
precise and even grinding for years to 
come

  Variable dual spout with 2 coffee spouts 
and 2 milk spouts for a perfect three-
layered result – without an interval

  Now you can become a professional 
barista in a flash thanks to twelve  
barista specialties

    Clean lines, high-quality materials and 
outstanding craftsmanship express its 
uniqueness Aluminum

26
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IMPRESSA Z line
The style icons in the super premium segment 
for specialty coffees at the touch of a button 
have been thrilling gourmets and enthusiasts 
with perfect coffee quality, the most  
straightforward operation and top-quality  
materials.
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Stainless steel vacuum milk container 20 oz.
Piano Black

Sophistication and extravagance

IMPRESSA Z9 One Touch TFT

Benefits

  Aroma+ grinder now twice as fast for 
fully preserved aroma

  Rotary Switch and TFT display with free 
choice of specialities in the standard 
view for intuitive operation

  Prize-winning design, high-quality 
materials and precise workmanship 
make for an exquisite look

  Fine foam technology ensures perfect 
milk foam quality and two thermoblocks 
ensure that milk is available at all times

As soon as you see it, you realise that the IMPRESSA Z9 One Touch TFT is 
setting new standards. And it is doing this on multiple levels thanks to its 
im pressive coffee quality, user-friendly operation and captivating design. 
Made from high-quality materials and to Swiss standards of precision, this 
elegant automatic speciality coffee machine is the epitome of the strong 
and silent type. Once the desired option has been selected on the high-
resolution TFT color display, the machine silently sets about preparing an 
espresso, coffee, latte macchiato, cappuccino or other speciality. The cup 
illumination feature ensures that the final result is always presented in the 
best possible light. This turns any speciality coffee into a treat to tantalize 
all the senses.
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IMPRESSA J line
The modern coffee machines for entrancing 
specialty coffees appeal with their intuitive  
operation, countless individual programming 
options and multi-award-winning all-round  
design.
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It’s all about enjoyment

IMPRESSA J9 One Touch TFT

The IMPRESSA J9 One Touch TFT is easy to get to grips with right

from the word go. Its ingenious operating concept couldn’t be easier

or more self-explanatory: use the Rotary Selection to choose the

specialty coffee you want, press the button, sit back and savour

the taste. It goes without saying that the one-touch coffee machine

prepares the full range from latte macchiato to ristretto at the touch

of a button and without you having to move the cup. Fine foam

technology from JURA ensures a unique milk foam quality of a fine,

feather-light consistency.

Benefits

  TFT display with Rotary Selection for 
self-explanatory, intuitive operation

 The cappuccino spout, which is height- 
 adjustable on a continuous scale, 
 dispenses cappuccino and latte
 macchiato at the touch of a button
 and can be used with glasses of up to
 6 in. tall

  Revolutionary fine foam technology 
for perfect, fine milk foam quality

 Elegant all-round design

Brilliant Silver
Stainless steel vacuum milk container 20 oz.34
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IMPRESSA F line
Using cutting-edge technology to deliver the 
perfect result makes the best F class of all time  
a smart choice for anyone who prefers espresso, 
coffee and ristretto yet also likes to treat  
themselves to the perfect cappuccino.
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IMPRESSA F8 TFT

Piano Black
Cool Control Basic, sold separately

Benefits

  Aroma+ grinder now twice as fast for a 
range of coffees from a long morning 
coffee to espresso and latte macchiato

 2.8" TFT color display and simple 
 operating concept for incredibly 
 simple handling

  Fine foam technology for milk foam of 
the best barista quality

  High energy efficiency and ready for use 
in a flash

Enjoy coffee around the clock

This is the first time that a TFT color display has made an appearance in 

JURA’s compact class. It makes operation using the Rotary Switch very easy 

and clear. Four speciality coffees can be individually programmed on the 

start screen, allowing you to prepare your favorite coffee in a flash around 

the clock. The innovative Aroma+ grinder makes sure that your long 

breakfast coffee is just as irresistible as the intense espresso, the classic café 

crème or the trendy latte macchiato. It grinds the fresh beans at twice the 

speed yet very gently and makes coffeepleasure an explosion of aromas at 

any time. 
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IMPRESSA F7

Fast, versatile, attractive

Embodying the style of the popular IMPRESSA F line, the IMPRESSA F7

features a straightforward operating concept that is self-explanatory. It is 

the smart choice for anyone who prefers espresso, coffee and ristretto yet 

also enjoys the perfect cappuccino, crowned with a fine quality milk foam. 

This superior coffee machine makes the perfect cup of coffee in a flash. All 

thanks to the high-speed thermoblock and revolutionary Aroma+ grinder 

which retains the perfect aroma in all its natural fullness in half the grinding 

time.

Benefits

  Aroma+ grinder for a wide range of 
beverages from ristretto, espresso and 
coffee to cappuccino

  Simple operating concept with centrally 
positioned preparation buttons

  Energy-efficient and ready for use 
in the blink of an eye

  Height-adjustable coffee and milk 
spout (2.6 – 4.4 in.) with integrated 
cup illumination in amber and white

Piano Black
Cool Control Basic, sold separately40
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IMPRESSA C line
Simple and compact, this is the first step into the 
IMPRESSA world of JURA. The clean linear design 
will provide pleasure for years to come.
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Benefits

   One-switch operating concept and a 
plain text display for a simple operation

   Height-adjustable coffee spout 
(2.6 - 4.4 in.)

   Fine foam frother delivers milk foam for 
trend specialities

   High-quality materials and uncom-
promising workmanship make for a 
compact elegance

IMPRESSA C60

Piano Black – Stainless steel vacuum milk container, 
sold separately

Simple and elegant

Turn, press, enjoy – that’s how easy it is to enter the world of IMPRESSA! 

With the one-switch operating concept of the Rotary Switch and the 

11-language plain text display, it’s easy to create the perfect coffee every 

time. Thanks to the high-performance conical grinder, the beans are always 

freshly ground. The simple, compact design with its elegant combination 

of matt and gloss black gives the IMPRESSA C60 an imposing yet              

understated look in any surroundings.
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ENA Micro line
JURA is proud to present the world’s smallest 
One-Touch automatic cappuccino machine: the 
new ENA Micro. This machine is actually 11  
percent shorter than the compact ENA line. Its 
compact design helps it make a real impact, 
which is underlined by the stylish color.
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ENA Micro 9 One Touch

The compact one-cup machine prepares latte macchiato, cappuccino,

espresso, café crème and hot water at the touch of a button. The

newly developed Micro brewing unit ensures excellent espresso quality.

Operation is so straightforward that it can be summed up in two words:

press – enjoy. The easy-to-understand symbols and ergonomically

arranged buttons give you exactly what you want without any fuss.

The height-adjustable dual spout features separate coffee and milk

pipes to ensure perfect hygiene.

Benefits

  JURA’s smallest One-Touch coffee 
machine  

 Wide repertoire of specialties ranging  
 from latte macchiato to espresso and  
 hot water

  Extremely easy-to-use height-adjustable 
dual spout (3 – 5 in.) with fine foam 
technology

 The easy-to-understand symbols and  
 ergonomically arranged buttons give
 you exactly what you want

Micro Silver 
Stainless steel vacuum milk container, sold separately

Downsize to simplicity
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Simply Espresso

ENA Micro 1

Benefits

 Micro brewing unit for the ultimate   
 espresso 

  Touch panel for easy operation

  Compact design requires minimal space

  Eco-friendly thanks to high energy 
efficiency

Micro Black

The ultra-compact 1-cup espresso machine is designed not only to make the 

perfect espresso, but also to be as small as possible. It can be programmed 

with three user-defined cup sizes, each in two aroma levels. The aroma 

preservation cover keeps the coffee beans fresh, the grinder gently grinds 

them, and the Micro brewing unit extracts the coffee under the ideal condi-

tions. The intelligent preheating feature ensures that the coffee, crowned by 

a feather-light crema, is always dispensed piping hot. The Energy Save 

Mode©, auto-off function and Zero-Energy Switch with zero standby make 

the machine very energy-efficient.
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The complete 
experience
Using modern accessories, it is possible to adjust 
JURA coffee machines to suit the way you like to 
enjoy your beverages.
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The perfect cup of coffee starts 
with a pre-warmed cup
130 °F – the perfect temperature
Coffee is at its best when piping hot. Which explains why professionals only 
work with cups which have been pre-warmed correctly. If hot coffee is 
served in cold porcelain cups, too much heat is lost. But in pre-warmed 
cups, the wonderful taste experience can fully develop. JURA’s elegant, 
slender cup warmer is the ideal partner to every  automatic coffee machine. 
Two heating elements keep the cups at a constant temperature of around 
130 °F – ideal for preparing everything from a fiery espresso to a cappuccino 
crowned with milk foam, making the cup warmer indispensable for any 
coffee fan. 

Cup which has not been pre-warmed
As soon as the coffee flows into the cup, a 
heat exchange process occurs. The cold 
porcelain drains the heat from the beverage. 
The thicker the cup and the colder it is, the 
more heat is lost. As a result, we find the 
beverage too cold. It doesn’t taste good 
because basically it’s cold coffee. 

Cup which has been pre-warmed
If the cup is pre-warmed correctly, heat 
is not lost. If prepared under optimum 
brewing conditions, the coffee flows into 
the cup at the ideal temperature for 
enjoyment and we sense the taste 
perfectly. It’s hot and aromatic, just 
like coffee should be.

Benefits

  Warm cups exactly when you need 
them – thanks to the programmable 
automatic switch-on and switch-off 
times

  Two heating elements with automatic 
temperature control

   Modern drawer feeding system so 
drawers can be closed gently

  Each level has space for 5 espresso 
cups (dia. 2.2 in.), 4 coffee cups 
(dia. 2.6 in.) or 6 cappuccino cups 
(dia. 3.5 in.) 
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Cup warmer
The slim machine is fitted with a modern cushioning system so that the two drawers close 
gently and with ease. When closed, no valuable heat is lost and the cups cannot become 
dusty. The programmable automatic switch-on and switch-off times are perfect examples 
of the eco-intelligence of the modern cup warmer.

Cup warmer

Dimensions (W x H x D): 
4.8 x 12 x 13.7 in.

Accessory drawer 
The new accessory drawer adapts the height of the cup warmer to the GIGA 5 perfectly. It 
also gives you another compartment for storing your coffee and espresso spoons.
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Milk container

Cool Control Basic

The best way to serve light-as-air milk foam and hot milk for trendy

specialty coffees is to keep the milk fresh at 39 °F prior to heating

and frothing. The elegant Cool Control cools the milk to as much as

25 ° below the ambient temperature. Once the temperature reaches

39 °F, it is maintained constantly within the optimum range. This

prevents freezing and saves energy. The high-quality stainless steel

container comes in a 20 or 34 oz. size and is easy to remove. With its

bayonet lock, the Cool Control Basic is easy to open, fill, store in the

refrigerator as needed, and clean in the dishwasher.

Benefits 

 Active cooling of the milk to 39 °F  
 (optimum milk temperature)

  Easy to open and close thanks to 
bayonet lock

 No freezing

 Color designed to match the JURA   
 range

Cool Control Basic

34 oz., Black
With automatic switch-off once the 
stainless steel container is removed.

Cool Control Basic

20 oz., Black
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Benefits 

  The perfect recipe for a wide range of 
trend specialties

  Cold, warm or hot milk foam

  Easy one-button operation

  High-quality, elegant and easy to clean

Perfect milk foam in a flash

Automatic Milk Frother

The Automatic Milk Frother is the quick, easy, no-mess way to make

perfect, velvety-soft milk foam for cold specialties such as iced latte,

cold chocolate and many other exciting drinks. Designed in line with

JURA’s classic style, it’s the perfect addition to any coffee machine

and an indispensable aid for all lovers of trend specialties. Easy to

operate using a single button, it prepares cold, warm or hot milk

foam in a flash. For numerous recipes for perfect specialties with 

milk foam, please visit www.jura.com.
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Maintenance at the 
touch of a button
JURA makes maintaining coffee machines as easy 
as it is to prepare coffee specialties.
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No need to get your hands dirty –  
no need to reach inside the machine

For perfect coffee in the cup every time, it’s important that you look after 

your machine on a daily basis and follow some simple rules of hygiene 

when it comes to milk, coffee and water. The integrated cleaning program 

of a JURA automatic specialty coffee machine reliably removes coffee oil, 

from the patented brewing unit to the coffee spout. By using modern and 

innovative technologies, the cleaning program is perfectly timed at 80°C 

(cleaning by hand is only possible up to about 40°C). This guarantees  

optimum hygiene and cleanliness, without the need to remove the brewing 

unit and clean it manually. This is why every JURA machine has a  

maintenancefree brewing unit with self-cleaning at the touch of a button, 

thanks to the integrated maintenance programs.

Maintenance-free: the patented brewing unit from JURA

Good reasons to say yes! 

Switch-on rinse: preheats pipes so  
that the first coffee is at the correct 
temperature.

Switch-off rinse: cleans the brewing  
unit and pipes and prevents the  
accumu lation of coffee residue

Milk system rinsing: cleans milk residues 
during ongoing operation

Milk system cleaning: dissolves milk fat 
and protein

Cleaning program: cleans and maintains 
the brewing unit

Descaling program*: gently removes 
calcium deposits

* Not necessary when using CLEARYL filter cartridges
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JURA hygiene certified by TÜV Rheinland
The Swiss coffee specialist was awarded the certificate for high hygiene standards in 

an independent test by TÜV Rheinland.

As part of an independent microbiological test, JURA coffee machines were subjected 

to daily use for a period of several months while scientists performed analyses on 

hygiene-relevant components.

The results revealed that JURA coffee machines are extremely hygienic.

The tests included all coffee-carrying components such as the brewing group and 

coffee spout as well as the water tank, bean container, grinder, powder chute, coffee 

grounds container and drip tray, milk system, milk pipes and milk container.

2-phase 

cleaning tablets

Pack of 6

Descaling tablets

Pack for 3 descaling 

operations

Milk system 

cleaner

250 ml

Microfibre cloth

1 per pack



CLEARLY – removes the need 
for descaling
Anyone who has ever drunk fresh spring water knows that there can be a 

world of difference between the pure elixir of life and the processed fluid 

that comes out of our taps.

Use of CLEARYL filter cartridges guarantees you freshly filtered, delicious-

tasting water for your tea and coffee at all times. Designed specially for 

JURA automatic specialty coffee machines, it is placed directly in the water 

tank.

CLEARYL from JURA is tough on scale, gentle on the automatic specialty 

coffee machine, rendering descaling unnecessary.

CLEARYL White

1 filter cartridge

CLEARYL Blue

1 filter cartridge
New protection formula

Benefits

 Lifelong protection for your 
 automatic coffee machine (eliminating  
 the need for descaling)

 Fresh water and unadulterated 
 aromas guarantee your palate the 
 coffee experience of a lifetime

 Guarantee that your water is freshly   
 filtered before every preparation
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The new protection formula from 
CLEARYL Blue

Coffee contains 98% water. The better the water, the less adulterated the  

coffee aroma. CLEARYL reliably filters the water to leave the optimum  

ingredient for perfect coffee: pure water for pure enjoyment.

The new protection formula was developed especially with modern  

automatic machines with a one-touch function in mind. It contains a  

mineral which ideally stabilises the calcium carbonate and therefore  

guarantees an even filter result every time. This isn't then deposited in  

the fluid system, even with frequent steam preparation, actively  

preventing the pipes from blocking.

But CLEARYL can offer even more: as well as preventing scale, it also filters 

many other substances detrimental to flavor and aroma out of the water.  

But the minerals and fluorides that are important for health are retained.
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Technical data GIGA

GIGA 5

Latte macchiato at the touch of a button 1 or 2
Cappuccino at the touch of a button 1 or 2
Hot water system (3 temperature levels) 
No. of individually programmable specialty coffees 19
Barista specialties 12
Amount of water can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation
Coffee strength can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation 5 levels
A la carte bean selection
Programmable brewing temperature 3 levels
Electrically adjustable ceramic disc grinders (5 levels) 2
Variable brewing chamber, from 5 g to 16 g
Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.©)
Intelligent preheating
Height-adjustable dual spout 2.8 – 6.3 in.
Width-adjustable dual spout 0.8 – 2.0 in.
Height-adjustable hot-water spout 2.7 – 6.5 in.
Automatic changeover from milk to milk foam
Cup illumination amber/white
Alu Frame Design©, 3 mm aluminum front
Magnetic splash guard behind dual spout

All automatic coffee machines are subjected to these checks:66



Venti Ports
Sound design
Display TFT color display
Switch-on and switch-off times can be specified for each day of the week
Active bean monitoring
Monitored drip tray

Maintenance status display (cleaning, descaling and filter status)
Stainless steel vacuum milk container 20 oz.
Water tank fill volume 87 oz.
Coffee grounds container (servings) approx. 20
Bean container with aroma preservation cover 2 x 0.6 lb (280 g)
Voltage / power 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1250 W
Weight / dimensions (W x H x D) 39.3 lb / 12.6 x 16.3 x 19.6 in.
Color Aluminum
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Technical data IMPRESSA

IMPRESSA Z9 One Touch TFT IMPRESSA J9 One Touch TFT IMPRESSA F8 TFT IMPRESSA F7 IMPRESSA C60

Latte macchiato at the touch of a button with rotary function
Cappuccino at the touch of a button with rotary function with rotary function
Amount of water can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation
Coffee strength can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation 5 levels 5 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels
Programmable brewing temperature 3 levels 2 levels 2 levels 2 levels 2 levels
Multi-stage Aroma+ grinder
Height-adjustable coffee spout 2.9 - 4.1 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in.
Width-adjustable coffee spout 0.8 - 1.9 in. 0.8–1.9 in.
Cappuccino spout between 4.4 and 6 in.

height-adjustable on a continuous scale
between 4.4 and 6 in.  

height-adjustable on a continuous scale
between 2.6 and 4.4 in.  

height-adjustable on a continuous scale
between 2.6 and 4.4 in.  

height-adjustable on a continuous scale

Cup illumination amber / white amber / white amber / white amber / white
Connector System© for various cappuccino frothers and water nozzles
Display TFT color display TFT color display TFT color display Plain text display Plain text display
Active bean monitoring
Maintenance status display (cleaning, descaling and filter status)
Stainless steel vacuum milk container 20 oz. 20 oz. optional optional optional
Water tank / bean container capacity 96 oz. / 10 oz. 73.5 oz. / 8.8 oz. 64 oz. / 10.9 oz. 64 oz. / 10.9 oz. 64 oz. / 7 oz.
Voltage / power 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1350 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W
Weight / dimensions (W x H x D) 32 lb / 12.2 x 13.5 x 17 in. 24 lb / 11.2 x 13.5 x 17 in. 22 lb / 11.2 x 14 x 17.5 in. 21.2 lb / 11.2 x 14 x 17.5 in. 22 lb / 11 x 13.6 x 16.1 in.
Color Piano Black Brilliant Silver Piano Black Piano Black Piano Black

All automatic coffee machines are subjected to these checks:68



IMPRESSA Z9 One Touch TFT IMPRESSA J9 One Touch TFT IMPRESSA F8 TFT IMPRESSA F7 IMPRESSA C60

Latte macchiato at the touch of a button with rotary function
Cappuccino at the touch of a button with rotary function with rotary function
Amount of water can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation
Coffee strength can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation 5 levels 5 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels
Programmable brewing temperature 3 levels 2 levels 2 levels 2 levels 2 levels
Multi-stage Aroma+ grinder
Height-adjustable coffee spout 2.9 - 4.1 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in. 2.6 – 4.4 in.
Width-adjustable coffee spout 0.8 - 1.9 in. 0.8–1.9 in.
Cappuccino spout between 4.4 and 6 in.

height-adjustable on a continuous scale
between 4.4 and 6 in.  

height-adjustable on a continuous scale
between 2.6 and 4.4 in.  

height-adjustable on a continuous scale
between 2.6 and 4.4 in.  

height-adjustable on a continuous scale

Cup illumination amber / white amber / white amber / white amber / white
Connector System© for various cappuccino frothers and water nozzles
Display TFT color display TFT color display TFT color display Plain text display Plain text display
Active bean monitoring
Maintenance status display (cleaning, descaling and filter status)
Stainless steel vacuum milk container 20 oz. 20 oz. optional optional optional
Water tank / bean container capacity 96 oz. / 10 oz. 73.5 oz. / 8.8 oz. 64 oz. / 10.9 oz. 64 oz. / 10.9 oz. 64 oz. / 7 oz.
Voltage / power 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1350 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W
Weight / dimensions (W x H x D) 32 lb / 12.2 x 13.5 x 17 in. 24 lb / 11.2 x 13.5 x 17 in. 22 lb / 11.2 x 14 x 17.5 in. 21.2 lb / 11.2 x 14 x 17.5 in. 22 lb / 11 x 13.6 x 16.1 in.
Color Piano Black Brilliant Silver Piano Black Piano Black Piano Black
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All automatic coffee machines are subjected to these checks:

Technical data ENA Micro

ENA Micro 9 One Touch ENA Micro 1

Latte macchiato / cappuccino at the touch of a button
Amount of water can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation programmable
Coffee strength can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation 2 levels 2 levels (adjustable)
Programmable brewing temperature 2 levels
Height-adjustable coffee spout 2.3 – 5.6 in.
Height-adjustable dual spout (cappuccino / coffee) 2 – 5.4 in.
3-colour plain text display
Monitored aroma preservation cover
Programmable switch-off time
Stainless steel vacuum milk container optional
Water tank / bean container capacity 37 oz. / 4.4 oz. 37 oz. / 4.4 oz.
Voltage / power 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W
Weight / dimensions (W x H x D) 20.7 lb / 9.1 x 12.7 x 17.5 in. 19.4 lb / 9 x 12.7 x 17.5 in.
Color Micro Silver Micro Black
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ENA Micro 9 One Touch ENA Micro 1

Latte macchiato / cappuccino at the touch of a button
Amount of water can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation programmable
Coffee strength can be adjusted and programmed for each preparation 2 levels 2 levels (adjustable)
Programmable brewing temperature 2 levels
Height-adjustable coffee spout 2.3 – 5.6 in.
Height-adjustable dual spout (cappuccino / coffee) 2 – 5.4 in.
3-colour plain text display
Monitored aroma preservation cover
Programmable switch-off time
Stainless steel vacuum milk container optional
Water tank / bean container capacity 37 oz. / 4.4 oz. 37 oz. / 4.4 oz.
Voltage / power 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W 120 V ~, 60 Hz / 1450 W
Weight / dimensions (W x H x D) 20.7 lb / 9.1 x 12.7 x 17.5 in. 19.4 lb / 9 x 12.7 x 17.5 in.
Color Micro Silver Micro Black
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JURA – If you love coffee

Consumer Line: 800-220-5701
Email: info@us.jura.com

We constantly adapt our range of products in line with the state of the art. Therefore, changes 
may have been made to the configuration and equipment of the illustrated machines. We accept 
no liability for misprints and other errors. There may be colour deviations due to the printing 
process. The illustrated cups and glasses are not supplied with the machines.

Copyright by JURA Elektroapparate AG. All rights reserved. Reprinting (in whole or in part) is only 
permitted with the written approval of JURA.

www.us.jura.com




